McGovern Fund-Raiser Sparks Lottery Probe

WASHINGTON - Attorney General Robert F. Kennedy said yesterday that the Internal Revenue Service is investigating whether a fund-raising venture in accord with the program to which the attorney general is the object of a number of complaints and inquiries raised by the McGovern-Kennedy Foundation, would be "taxable status.

Kennedy said he is not aware of any suggestions that the McGovern-Kennedy Foundation, the subject of several inquiries that any political campaign would be "taxable status.

The McGovern-Kennedy Foundation, which is based in New York, was established in 1969 by McGovern and Kennedy as a vehicle for raising money for McGovern's presidential campaign.

The foundation, which has raised more than $4 million since its inception, has been the subject of a number of complaints and inquiries, including a complaint filed by the Internal Revenue Service.

Kennedy said he is not aware of any suggestions that the foundation is being investigated by any government agency.
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**Prison 'Good' Guys Collect $1,000 For Ailing Boy**

**Inmate**

Continued from Page 1

.. continued from previous page...

The inmates, who are all serving long sentences, have been living in a small, crowded cell for the past year. The cell was previously occupied by a fellow inmate who had been transferred to a different facility. The inmates have been able to maintain a close bond with each other, despite the cramped living conditions.

The group of inmates have been working together to raise money for a local charity. They have been able to collect $1,000 in donations, which they will use to purchase necessary medical supplies for a young boy in the area who is suffering from a serious illness.

**Mills**

Continued from Page 1

Sugar Hill Bridge Is Falling Down

Sugar Hill Bridge in Sugar Hill, Georgia, is in need of repair. The bridge was built in 1935 and has been experiencing structural issues for several years. Local residents have been pushing for the bridge to be replaced, but so far, the city has not allocated funds for the project.

**Nigh**
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**Spying**
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**Schools**
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**Jaycees**
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**Road Toll Adds Two**
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**Call-A-Teen Will Close 4 Branches**
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**Indians' Suit Hits Pawnee Hair Ban**
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**Chamber Head Calls Board Meat**
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**Talc Death Toll Rises**
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**City Scene**
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**Libraries Closing Monday**
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**6 New Pyramid Sales Firms Reported Operating In State**
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**Philips Appliance Center**

**Closeout Sale of Discontinued Nationally Advertised**

**Color TV**

**Stereo Components**

AM/FM STEREO TUNER

20 Watt Amplifier, Built-in Stereo, Cassette Player, Complete Mains $2,299.00

Now $179.00

AM/FM STEREO TUNER

Complete with Record Changer and Built-in 8 Track Tape Player $2,299.00

Now $179.00

18 Inch Color Portable

Built-in Antenna and Carrying Handle $3,189.00

Now $279.00

CREDENZA STYLED STEREO'S

Your Choice of 8 styles, AM/FM Stereo Radio, 21" Color Television, 210 Speaker 2,100 Hi-Hats

Now $2,999.00

25 Inch Door Model

Color Console with Automatic Tuning and Automatic Tint Control,

Now $5,589.00

Remote Controlled

21 Inch UHF Color Combo complete with AM/FM Stereo Radio and Record Changer

Now $8,499.00
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For Adults, Children...

Foundation Plans Classes Around Busy Life-Styles

Robert Workman’s Earl Guild
Funeral Thursday

Watson Resigns Post

Ex-Judge Wins Case

Passengers File
Suit In Piracy

JERRY LEWIS
LABOR DAY TELETHON

“LIVE” and in COLOR
from
NEW YORK, HOLLYWOOD,
LAS VEGAS, NASHVILLE and
OKLAHOMA CITY

Starts Sun. Night
and continues all day
Monday, Labor Day

KOCO-TV 5
Nixon Cuts Troops, Says Bombs To Continue

McGovern Alters Welfare Proposal

Reaction Cool To Proposals

Missed Buses Remain Biggest Problem

Nixon Setting Goal For 'Clear Mandate'

Apartment Development Given Okay

Probers Say Store Blaze Not Arson

Fast-Rising Band

Ruins Of Supermarket
Final Scenes Shot For Sooner's Movie

Norman To Treat Students At OU

GOSSIP COLMAN
by Robin Adams Sham

Junior Samples Irked Over Drunk Charges

3 Murder Counts Filed In County

Alf Urges Nixon Win For Pursuit Of Peace

Drifter, 23, Admits Girl Buried Alive

United States 8c

Power Demands Draining Lakes

Chilean Students Demonstrated

Chiloe, Israelis Trade Fire

Nixon To Stump With Summit

Auto Price Hikes Denied

Gulf States Adverts

F. Lee Bailey Washes Stewardess Charges

FAMOUS 4 TIMES A YEAR!}

IN 3 DAYS ONLY!

j Judaean

2 p.m.

2 for $1.00

BRENNIS NITE
Mon. & Tues. Night $1.00

DANCE IN LUXURIOUS 200 SEAT THEATER!

WINE AND SPECTACULAR \2.25 PER GLASS !

GET TICKETS NOW, THEY SELL OUT EVERY NIGHT!

OPEN 1:30 P.M. DAILY SHOWS AT:

1:30, 3:30, 7:00, 9:30

2 for $1.00

Admiral Leads Naval Assault

ALL ABOARD!

Back For Salet For '75

SALE!

Gulf States Adverts

Don't be left out;

pent, Don't Be Left Out;

SALE!

EXCLUSIVE OFFER

Save 2 for $1.00

SOUTH STATES)

SOUTH STATES)

SOUTH STATES)
Sin In Nearby County

The very news we so eagerly need to hear is news that we do not want to hear. It is the sort of news that makes us feel sick to the stomach. It is the news that we have been dreading for so long. It is the news that we know is coming, but we are not ready to hear.

One of the most recent and troubling developments in this area is the recent addition of a new church to our community. The church, which is located on the outskirts of town, has been causing quite a stir among the residents. Many people are concerned about the impact that this new church will have on our community. They are worried about the increased traffic, the increased noise, and the potential for crime.

In addition to these concerns, there is also the question of the church's impact on the local economy. Many people are concerned that the church will attract tourists and visitors, which may have a negative impact on the local businesses. There is also the question of the church's impact on the local environment. Many people are concerned that the church will have a negative impact on the local ecosystem.

As with any new development, there are always going to be concerns. It is important for us to address these concerns and work together to find solutions. It is important for us to listen to the concerns of the community and work together to find a way to make this new church a positive addition to our community.
Doctors Fear High Disease Risk After Vasectomies

Sears New Silent-Guard Tire with 2-STEEL BELTS

25% OFF

Tubeless Whitewall Wide Guard Dynaglass

24/03

Spectrum 10W-40 Oil-10 Quart Can

Heavy Duty Shock Absorbers

Booster Shock Absorbers

Installation Available

Oslo Must Have Saft pedestrians

Radio-TV Log

Cornhuskers Have Another Winner

Thomas Sharp Following Layoff

Chargers Suspend, Fine Duane

Chuck's Unhappy

US. Cagers Blast Cuba

99ers Can Play Spoilers' Role

American Freestyle Masters

Rodgers, Pruitt Are Good Friends

Tiant Cuffs Chisox, 3-0

Tom Wright Eastern Sports and Collectibles

u.s. cagers blast cuba
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99ers Can Play Spoilers' Role

89ers Can Play Spoilers' Role

The Manhattan Crafters clinic included two key Tiger victories. The Rangers beat the Tigers in the first game of the afternoon doubleheader, 1-0, and then the Rangers defeated the Tigers in the nightcap, 7-2. The Rangers' victory was their third in a row, and they turned in a dominating performance against the Tigers. The Rangers, who are currently in third place in the National League, are expected to continue their hot streak when they face the Cubs on Saturday.
Irish Were Better Than Last Year's Record

Grich's Slam Fuels Orioles

Bucs Bump Padres, 5-3

Points Races Remain Close

Closing Prices Listed On The New York Stock Exchange

Market Summaries

Insurance, Bank And Trust...